Transfer characteristics of arterial pulsatile force in regional intracranial tissue using dynamic diffusion MRI: a phantom study.
To clarify the mechanism underlying apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) changes in regional intracranial tissue during the cardiac cycle, we investigated relationships among ADC changes, volume loading, and intracranial pressure using a hemodialyzer phantom in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The hemodialyzer phantom consisted of hollow fibers (HF), the external space of HFs (ES), and a gateway of dialysis solution, filled with syrup solution and air. The high-volume and low-volume loadings were periodically applied to HFs by a to-and-fro flow pump, and syrup solution was permitted to enter or leave HFs during the volume loading cycles. ADC maps at each volume loading phase were obtained using ECG-triggered single-shot diffusion echo-planar imaging. Dynamic phase contrast MRI was also used to measure volume loading to the phantom. We compared the ADC changes, volume loading, and intracranial pressure in the phantom during the cardiac cycle. ADC changes synchronized significantly with absolute volumetric flow rate change. The maximum ADC change was higher in high-volume loading cycles than in low-volume loading cycles. Results showed that the water molecules in ES fluctuated according to the force transferred from HF to ES. ADC changes were dependent upon the volumetric flow rate during the cardiac cycle. Our original phantom allowed us to clarify the mechanism underlying water fluctuations in intracranial tissues. Measurement of maximum changes in ADC is an effective method to define the transfer characteristics of the arterial pulsatile force in regional intracranial tissue.